
ARCHERY STUDY GUIDE                              NAME: 

_______________________________________ 

**Remember a bow is like a gun. A nocked arrow is like a loaded gun. A bow drawn with an 

arrow nocked is like a loaded gun cocked and ready to shoot. Be as careful and thoughtful with 

a bow and arrow as you would a gun and ammunition.  

Not following these safety rules will result in not participating in archery: 

I must score a _________ on the archery test to participate.  

Respect yourself, your teacher, your peers, and your _______________________________. 

Always ________________ on the archery range 

_____________   __________ of any kind will result in NOT participating in archery. 

NOT Following the ______________   _________________ will result in NOT participating in 

archery. 

To draw and release the fully drawn string without an arrow is called a_________   __________.  

Arrow 

_______________________ = The feathers on an arrow. 

The plastic end piece of the arrow that fits onto the string is called a _____________. 

_______________ = A rod that forms the length of an arrow. 

_______________=container for arrows. 

When you nock an arrow, you must place the nock of the arrow ____________ the preset nock 

on the bow string. 

Never draw the bow (even without an arrow) while someone is in front of it. When holding a 

bow, always face ______________   ________________. 

Fletching: The opposite color fletching on the arrow faces _____________ from the bow string.  

When removing the arrow from the quiver, grab the arrow by the 

_________________________. 

When removing arrows from the target, please place one hand on the target with the arrow 

between the thumb and fingers, at the base of the thumb. With other hand, grasp the arrow 

touching the target and pull straight out. This prevents broken arrows and preserves the 

target face. 

 



LABEL THE ARROW 

 

 

Whistle blows 

________: Go get bows, straddle the shooting line, bows on toes 

________: Shoot arrows 

________: Retrieve arrows from target  

________: Emergency: bows on toes 

 

LABEL THE ARCHERY RANGE 

 



                

 

____ If your arrow falls off the rest while you are drawing, what should you do?  
     a. pick your arrow up.  
     b. wait until people are finished around you and pick it up.  
     c. raise your hand and wait until coach gives you instruction to pick it up.  
     d. Release the string. 

BLEACHERS 



_____If your arrow is drawn back about to shoot, what are the appropriate steps if coach blows 

5 or more whistles? 

a. Hurry and shoot so you can see what the emergency is.  

b. Slowly release the bow string, unnock your arrow, place the arrow in the quiver, bows 

on toes. 

c. Leave your arrow in the bow and put bows on toes.  

d. Release the string.  

 


